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Izumigaoka Junior High School Nishihata Soichiro

I think Izumigaoka has two nice activities.

First is "Shizen Kagaku Tankyu” (SKT). SKT improves students’ research and

presentation skills. Students study about their own topics on weekends and holidays.

And they must make a report on the topic using Microsoft Word. After holidays, they

make a presentation on their topic. They make plenty of slides about reports. They make

it on the PC. Students always use Microsoft Power Point. Finally, students present their

research with slides.

Second is "Mojiryoku test." We must get 10 points on it. If students lose points, they

must do Uragaki. But, if students get 10 points during 1 year, they can get a prize.

Students study hard to get a perfect score in the morning. It is held on Thursday. All

the students look tense. But, most students get perfect points. We must get a perfect

score every Thursday!

"

Izumigaoka introduction Matsuyama Yunoha

There are many exciting school events at Izumi !

April : There is a "FITS" for first‐ year students of junior high school with second‐ year

students. "FITS" is the Fresh Izumigaoka Training System. We go around the school. It's

very nice!!

May : There is a "Teikisen". "Teikisen" is a baseball game between Izumigaoka and Nishi.

We cheer for Izumigaoka. The game is very heat. Izumigaoka won the game this year.

I was happy.♥
September : There is a "Tosensai" that lasts three days. "Tosensai" is Izumigaoka's

school festival and sports day. First day, we go to MJ hall and sing some songs.

Second day, we enjoy class projects. It's very interesting!! Final day, we enjoy some

sports. It's very lively.⤴⤴

November : There is a "Hyakunin isshu contest". "Hyakunin isshu" is a kind of card game.

Remembering the Hyakunin isshu card is difficult, but very fantastic!

Izumigaoka is a wonderful school.♥♥
Let's enjoy Izumi life!!

Thank you for reading.



Izumigaoka Ishii Aoi

“Izumigaoka”. It's my junior high school. It's very interesting! I have two reasons.

First, Izumi has very nice teachers. Their classes are interesting and easy to

understand. For example in science, we do a lot of experiments. We learn new

things. When I was in elementary school, I didn't like science. But, now, I like

science very much! Next, Izumi has fun events. Some events are with Izumigaoka

high school students. High school students are kind and have leadership skills. For

example, they organaize “Tosensai”. It's a very big event. First day, we go MJ hall.

We sing songs, watch movie and so on. Second day, we have a class exhibition. It

is very fun! Third day is sports day. We run and dance. We cooperate, so we get

along. There really are more reasons. Izumi's school life is very fun and interesting!

I'd love to come to Izumigaoka junior high school if I were you!

Introduction of Izumigaoka Isogawa Azusa

I am an Izumigaoka Junior High school student. I go to this school every day. Life

there is fun! There are forty students in a class. They are very smart, kind, and funny.

I will spend four years with them, so we will have a very strong bond. By the way,

there are many fun events at Izumigaoka. My favorite event is the "Hyakunin-isshu

Tournament". Hyakunin-isshu is difficult and hard to remember, but it is a lot of fun.

So I love Hyakunin-isshu. There are also other events, such as "Tosensai" and school

trips and so on. Izumigaoka has many attractions. Let's have a good time together at

Izumigaoka!

IZUMI Mitsunaga Yushi

There are good points at IZUMI ! Here they are.

ⒾIn the garden, there are a lot of plants. Colorful flowers, big plants, and so on.

ⓏZealous students are studying hard in many classes. We had a mid-term test in

May. The average score on the math exam was 98 points! Wow!

ⓊUnbelievably unique drinks! They are in the shop. I like "Gogo tea", And, I can take a

break there.

ⓂMusic room is large! Maybe there are seven pianos in the music room. I sometimes

play the piano there.

Ⓘ I am glad to come here!

Let's study together!


